Reviews of Two Literacy Publications
SPIRITS RISING:
A Collection of Native Indian
Writings & Illustrations

ing that we come to the ceremony with an
open heart and an open mind. The piece
of prose submitted by Erica accurately reflects the sense of loss we feel when we
see the beauty of Mother Earth marred by
landmarks of the Industrial Revolution factories.
Each of the writings is illustrated by
either Michael Whiteloon, an Ojibway
artist from Manitoulin Island in Ontario,
or Duane Howard of the Mowachacht

Band on ~ancouver
~s'land.Both Michael
and Duane have incorporated strong
overtonesof spiritualityinto their illustrations - the eagle represents strength in
our culture and the two sides of a feather
teach us that we must strive for balance in
our lives, the circlemeans we stand beside
each other as equals and that we all have
something significant to contribute.
We are treated to the viewpoints of
people from different areas of life male, female, single, with family responsibilities, youth and those who have
experienced a few more years.
The most powerful aspect of Spirits
Rising is the fact that these pieces of
writing were submitted by PEOPLE
WHO WERE TOLD THAT THEY
COULD NOT WRITE. Somewhere
along the line, their spirits rose as they
came to believe in themselves,to feel that
they had something worthy to preserve in
writing and to share with others.
Thanks to theNativeTutoringCenter in
Vancouver for showing us what can be
accomplished when we take the time to
share with others. Thanks to Frontier
College for forming the partnership with
the Native Education Center that resulted
in the Native Tutoring Center. Thanks to
the Ministry of Citizenshipand combined
efforts of the aforementioned, literacy
programs have a role model to aspire to
and Native people have a publication of
which to be justifiably proud.

old learner-centered literacy program.
The editors believe that students find the
works of beginning writers motivational
and instructive.
The result is a beautiful collection of
new writers' crystallized personal experiences, philosophies, disappointments,
successes, anecdotes and politics.
Voices is divided into four sections:
New WriterslFirst Words; Transitions1
Later Writings; WorklNotes and Theory1
Practice. There is also a contributors page
filled with short biographies, reflections
and/or encouragements from the contributing learners and teachers.
The original manuscripts are left as
much intact as possible. The stories in

WorklNotes are accompanied by short
analyses by the editorslteachers. These
help readers to understand the process of
writing, and the kinds of questions a
reader shouldask herself about what she's
reading. Here the editors applaud and
encourage the use of common idiomatic
expressions and honesty of voice.
The clarity of design exhibited in
Voices has been achieved through the use
of graphics, photos, larger typefaces,
sufficient white space and pull quotes.
This design serves its readers very well.
The photos of some of the new writers
poignantly illustrate the invisibility of
people with reading and writing difficulties. The only thing to distinguish them

Toronto: Frontier College Press, 1987.

Priscilla Hewitt
Spirits Rising, a collection of writings
by learners attending the Native Tutoring
Center in Vancouver, is appropriately
named. The colorful, glossy booklet is
indeed a showcase for the powerful stories by Natives who were told they could
not write. My own spirits started to rise as
I read, with pride, the fifteen selectionsof
poetry, prose and short stories. The writers have captured the essence of topics
which impact on the lives of our people relationships, memories of the reserve,
handling new situations and preserving
our culture.
I could visualize clearly the animals
and the buds that Russell describes seeing
during his first visit back home in about
twenty-five years. When Leonard writes
about adopting his nephew, Matthew, and
the poignantchanges in both of their lives,
I am reminded of how our extended family system is very much in place even
today. Linda's poem talks about different
types of hugs and their meaning. In some
of our traditional ceremonies, hugs are
used as a type of greeting, a way of show-

VOICES: New Writers for
New Readers, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Fall
1988).
Published by the Lower Mainland
Society for Literacy and Employment,
Surrey, British Columbia.

Carol Greene
Voices is a new quarterly magazine for
the newly literate. Published by the
Lower Mainland Society for Literacy and
Employment, its professed purpose is to
share what the participants have learned
and continue learning in this four-year-
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is the anxiety they must have suffered
before seeking literacy help. One writer
alludes to becoming a "professional" at
concealing her illiteracy.
Some writers rebuke the media for
misrepresenting their experience. In her
Letter, "Dear Sir,"Ruth comments on the
insensitivity of a CBC television interviewer on the evening Journal:

workfive days in a row, my life is very
chaotic....When my day job finishes,
instead of taking a chance on getting a
job the next day, I will try to get on the
graveyard shift which is dispatched as
the next day's work. If1 am "lucky," I
will be at work again at 1:00 a.k. for
another shift which finished at 8:00
a.m.

The interviewer asked about the subject
of literacy. There were two Adult Literacy teachers talking, and I was so
interested in it. The newsman said,
"Sorry, I don't have time to put the
number on TV. People can look it up in
the phone book." How can you look it
up in the phone book ifyou cannot read
or spell?

The stories tell why some of the new
Canadians chose or had to leave the countries of their first language, and of the joy
the writers take in their newly developed
skills.
Voicesis a very worthy publication that
should reach all new readers and writers
in Canada. I would encourage any programs, tutors, teachers and learners working to overcome illiteracy to subscribe.

The descriptions of peoples' working
lives, told so honestly and simply, are
piercing. One gets a sense of a lifetime of
thoughts distilled to a few clear para-

graphs. Leslie Kish talks about the realities of his life as a longshoreman:

Because I can never be sure of getting

Janice Andreae, [untitled] 1986, ink on paper [actual size]
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For editorial or subscription information write to: Voices, 14525 l lOA Ave,
Surrey, British Columbia V3R 2B4.

CALL TO ARTISTS WHO ARE WOMEN OF COLOUR
Submissions asked for a speaal issue on art and feminism. If you are an artist, or if you write on contemporary art, Canadian Woman Studies
invites you to participate in our issue -Art and Feminism" which will appear in September 1989.

Suggestions for publication:
your reflections on the influence of the feminist movement on your artistic career
photographs and(or) texts which explain your work
collages, drawings or a short reflective essay
theoretical writing, historical or thematic concerns on art and feminism
Please send your submissions before 28 February 1989 to Janice Andreae, 382 Glenlake Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M6P 1G6.

APPEL AUX ARTlSTES
Soumissions demandhs pour un numero special portant sur I'art et le ferninisme. Si vous 6tes artiste, ou si vous &rivez sur I'art contemporain,
Les cahlers de la femme vous invite B participer B notre numero -Art et ferninisme- qui paraitra en septembre 1989.

Seront consid6r6 pour publlcatlon:
vos reflections sur I'influence du mouvement feministe dans votre demarche artistique
photographies et(ou) textes explicatifs de votre travail
collages, dessins ou mise en page pr6t B impression
textes theoriques, historiques ou thematiques portant sur I'art et le ferninisme
Veuillez faire parvenir vos soumissions A I'adresse ci-haut avant le 28 fevrier 1989.

FEMINIST ORGANIZING FOR
CHANGE
The Contemporary Women's Movement
in Canada
Nancy Adamson, Linda Briskin, Margaret McPhail
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The women's liberation movement is one of the most
successful social movements of the twentieth century. Most
writing about it, however, has focused on the issues rather
than the practices, ideology, organizations, and strategies
of the movement itself. Feminist Organizing for Change fills
this gap by documenting and analyzing the struggle of the contemporary Canadian women's movement
to make change.
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